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DEVELOPMENT OF GENERIC GROUND SYSTEMS BY THE
USE OF A STANDARD MODELING METHOD

Takahiro Yamada
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency / Institute of Space and Astronautical Science

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an approach to development of generic ground systems to be used for
spacecraft testing and operations. This method makes use of a standard modeling method, which
enables virtualization of spacecraft. By virtualizing spacecraft, development of generic systems
that are applicable to different spacecraft becomes possible even if spacecraft themselves are not
standardized. This is because systems can utilize (1) a standard database that can store
information on any virtual spacecraft and (2) standard software tools that can be used for any
virtual spacecraft. This paper explains the concept of virtualization of spacecraft, introduces the
standard model used for virtualization of spacecraft, shows how to manipulate virtual spacecraft
with software tools, and presents the core elements of generic ground systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Science spacecraft use many non-standard components, each developed individually for a
particular spacecraft, and reuse of components is not very common. This is because each science
spacecraft has different science objectives and requires development of custom components.
Therefore, reduction of development cost by adopting standard components or by reusing
existing components is not always easy. However, by adopting a standard method for modeling
spacecraft, development cost of ground systems used for spacecraft testing and operations can be
reduced even if spacecraft are made up of non-standard components.

The standard method for modeling spacecraft provides a framework for describing the
characteristics of spacecraft. With this method, a spacecraft is modeled as a set of objects, each
with certain attributes. The standard model defines types of objects and specifies a way of
describing the characteristics and attributes. Different spacecraft may be made up of different
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components, but each component can be viewed as a set of objects in a standard way. Therefore,
this method enables virtualization of spacecraft.

By virtualization of spacecraft, development cost of ground systems used for spacecraft testing
and operations can be reduced because the following standard products can be shared among
projects even though spacecraft themselves are not standardized: (1) a standard database that can
store information on any virtual spacecraft and can be used by various software tools, and (2)
standard software tools that can be used for any virtual spacecraft.

This paper presents the concept of a project on development of generic ground systems used for
spacecraft testing and operations, which is conducted at the Institute of Space and Astronautical
Science (ISAS) of Japan Space Exploration Agency (JAXA). The concept of virtualization of
spacecraft is explained and the standard spacecraft model used for virtualization of spacecraft is
introduced with some examples. Then how to manipulate virtual spacecraft with software tools
is explained. Finally the core elements of generic ground systems that use the standard spacecraft
model are presented.

VIRTUALIZATION OF SPACECRAFT

In this paper, the term "virtualization of spacecraft" is used to mean making information on
spacecraft available in a standard format so that it can be used for any kind of purpose that uses
the information (for example, design, testing, and operations of spacecraft). As a result of
virtualization, information on spacecraft can be stored electronically in a database with a standard
format.

Actually there exist many databases that store information on spacecraft, but they are developed
for specific software tools or specific projects and there is no compatibility between different
databases. This is because databases are designed based on the requirements from the software
tool or project that uses it. That is, the way of presenting information is determined by the way
the information is used in each particular context.

One of the goals of this project, however, is to develop a way of presenting information on
spacecraft that does not depend on any tool or project. In order to do this, a framework for
describing the characteristics of spacecraft must be developed from a general concept on how
spacecraft should be described. These kinds of frameworks are generally called models. What
should be developed first, therefore, is a standard model for describing spacecraft.
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The information on a spacecraft described with the standard spacecraft model is called a virtual
spacecraft and it is stored in a standard database that can store information on any virtual
spacecraft. This standard database can be utilized by various software tools used for spacecraft
development, testing and operations (e.g., design automation tools, spacecraft monitor & control
tools, operations planning tools, spacecraft diagnosis tools, data analysis tools, etc.). This
standard database can also be used as on-line documents (specifications, interface control
documents, etc.), and therefore paper documents can be partially eliminated.

Further, generic software tools targeted at any virtual spacecraft can be designed based on the fact
that specific information on each virtual spacecraft can be retrieved from the standard database.
These software tools can be used for any virtual spacecraft as long as its specific information is
stored in the standard database. The concept of virtualization of spacecraft is illustrated in Figure
1.

STANDARD SPACECRAFT MODEL

In the first phase of this project, only the functional aspect of spacecraft will be modeled and
two separate (but related) models (a functional model and an information model) for describing
the functional aspect of spacecraft will be developed. The functional model describes what
functions the onboard components perform, and the information model describes what
information is exchanged between onboard components and between spacecraft and the ground.

These models will be developed based on the Reference Architecture for Space Data Systems
(RASDS) [1] developed by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS),
which was developed based on the Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP)
[2] developed by ISO/IEC.

Figure 1. Concept of Virtualization of Spacecraft
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RASDS provides a standard framework for modeling space data systems. Space data systems are
complex entities and can be viewed from various different aspects. In order to generate models of
space data systems in a manageable way, RASDS defines five viewpoints to describe space data
systems, each viewpoint focusing on one aspect of systems. The viewpoints defined in RASDS
are the Enterprise, Connectivity, Functional, Information, and Communications Viewpoints.
Each of the viewpoints describes a space data system as a set of Objects and interactions among
them. An Object is an abstract model of an entity in the system. The functional and information
models of this project will be developed from the Functional and Information viewpoints of
RSADS, respectively.

The actual spacecraft model will be developed by using the capability of the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) and will be defined as a model library that can be read by UML tools.

FUNCTIONAL MODEL

The Functional Model describes the functions performed by spacecraft to achieve their
objectives in orbit. In the Functional Model, the functions performed by a spacecraft is described
with a set of Functional Objects (FOs) that logically interact with each other. Each onboard
component has one or more Functional Objects. An example of the Functional Model is shown in
Figure 2.

A Functional Object is characterized by operations and attributes, just like objects used in the
object-oriented programming paradigm. An operation is something performed by the Functional
Object invoked by a request by another Functional Object. An attribute is a parameter that
represents the status of some part of the Functional Object, which may have a discrete value, an
analog value, or a complex value like an array or a table. Operations and attributes are defined in
terms of their functionality, not in terms of how they are implemented. The values of attributes
may change by some internal activities or as a result of executing operations. The values of some

Figure 2. Example of the Functional Model
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attributes can be directly set by operations initiated by other Functional Objects.

Functional Objects can be formally defined with the class diagram of UML. Figure 3 shows an
example of a Functional Object that models the functions of a detector. The attributes and
operations of this Functional Object are shown using the standard notation of UML (that is, the
attributes and operations are shown in the second and third compartments of the box,
respectively).

The behavior of Functional Objects can be described as rules on how attribute values are
constrained by other attribute values (static behavior) and how attribute values change according
to the results of invoked operations and the occurrence of internal events (dynamic behavior). A
rule on the static behavior of spacecraft can be described as a constraint on the values of a group
of attributes (e.g., if the value of the attribute Power_Mode is High, the value of the attribute
Transmitter_Power must be higher than a certain value). Such constraints can be formally
specified with the Object Constraint Language of UML. An example of a constraint is shown in
the first compartment of the box of Figure 3 using the standard notation of UML. A rule on the
dynamic behavior of spacecraft can be described as a transition rule on the value of a discrete
attribute (e.g., from Off to Standby to On, but not directly from Off to On). Such rules can be
formally specified with the state diagram of UML. An example of a transition rule is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 3. Example of the definition of a Functional Object with UML

Figure 4. Example of the transition of an attribute of a Functional Object
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INFORMATION MODEL

The information exchanged between Functional Objects is described as Information Objects. An
Information Object is characterized by its semantics (what it means) and syntax (how it is
realized or encoded).

The semantics of most Information Objects can be specified using the concepts defined in the
functional model. For example, the semantics of command packets (or command signals) can be
described as requests for invoking operations of Functional Objects, requests for changing
attribute values of Functional Objects, and so on. Likewise, the semantics of telemetry packets
(or telemetry signals) can be described as reports of attribute values of Functional Objects,
notifications of changes in attribute values of Functional Objects, and so on.

The syntax of Information Objects specifies how Information Objects are realized, for example as
physical signals, words (i.e., short strings of bits), data units (i.e., organized strings of bits like
packets), or files (i.e., large amounts of bits).

MANIPULATION OF A VIRTUAL SPACECRAFT

Figure 5 illustrates how to manipulate a virtual spacecraft with software tools. The developer of
each onboard subsystem or instrument stores information on his/her subsystem/instrument in a
standard database called the Spacecraft Information Base (SIB) using a software tool for
generating the SIB. The SIB generation tool uses the standard spacecraft model as a template for
generating the contents of the SIB. The standard spacecraft model will be defined as a UML
model library and the SIB generation tool will be just  a UML editing tool. By using the standard
capability of converting UML diagrams into XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents,
the SIB generation tool stores the information as an XML document in the SIB.

The SIB generated this way is a virtual spacecraft and it can be used by a variety of software
tools. In the first stage of this project, SIB contains only the definition of Functional Objects and
Information Objects, but it will be extended to contain other types of Objects at a later time. To
facilitate utilization of SIB, a software library for accessing information in the SIB will developed
based on an XML parser.

DEVELOPMENT OF GENERIC GROUND SYSTEMS

By utilizing the SIB, generic ground systems for spacecraft testing and operations applicable to
any virtual spacecraft can be developed.
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As a core element of the generic ground systems, a software program for monitoring and
controlling spacecraft will be developed. This software can be used for testing of onboard
components (before integration of spacecraft) and entire spacecraft (after integration of
spacecraft) and for flight operations (after launch of spacecraft). It can also be used for
autonomous operations of spacecraft if it is installed on onboard computers.

The generic monitor and control software performs the following jobs (see Figure 6):

1. Checks the validity of a given testing/operations plan.
2. Invokes operations of Functional Objects and changes attribute values of

Functional Objects according to the given testing/operations plan.
3. Monitors attribute values of Functional Objects.
4. Checks the validity of attribute values.
5. In case of an anomaly, invokes an operation of a Functional Object according to a

predefined rule.

This software performs these jobs using the definition of Functional Objects contained in the SIB
and a testing or operations plan developed by the testing or operations team. This software can
be used for any spacecraft as long as necessary information is stored in the SIB.

The definition of Functional Objects contained in the SIB is used by the software for the
following purposes:

Figure 5. How to Manipulate Virtual Spacecraft
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1. For simulating the behavior of Functional Objects in order to determine whether
the given testing/operations plan is correct.

2. For assessing whether Functional Objects are in a correct status after each step in
the testing/operations plan has been executed.

3. For determining what operation should be invoked in case of an anomaly.

The generic monitor and control software uses another generic piece of software for data
conversion and formatting. This software uses the definition of Information Objects contained in
the SIB and generates and parses Information Objects upon requests from the generic monitor
and control software. The generic data conversion and formatting software uses the functions of
appropriate communications protocols to communicate with Functional Objects to be monitored
and controlled.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented the concept of a research project on development of generic ground
systems conducted by the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) of Japan Space
Exploration Agency (JAXA). The concept of virtualization of spacecraft was explained and the
standard model used for virtualization of spacecraft was introduced. Further, how to manipulate
virtual spacecraft with software tools was explained and the core elements of generic ground
systems were shown. ISAS is planning on developing a prototype to demonstrate the validity of
this concept.

Figure 6. Core Elements of Generic Ground Systems
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